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Executive Summary 

As the Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) for the Greater Akron region, AMATS is committed to 
working with local communities to provide the best possible pedestrian environment. This plan will look 
at the current pedestrian environment and facilities, identify current needs, and will anticipate 
pedestrian needs through the year 2035. The recommendations resulting from this planning process will 
be considered for inclusion into the upcoming long-range regional transportation plan, Transportation 
Outlook. 

The need for an AMATS regional pedestrian plan was identified as one of the strategies in Connecting 
Communities, a guide on how best to integrate land use and transportation, which was released in 2010. 
Connecting Communities places a special emphasis on sustainable transportation modes, such as 
walking. Walking offers a tremendous number of benefits: it is healthy, it produces no pollution, it 
enhances one’s sense of connectedness with his or her local community, and perhaps best of all, it is 
free. We must be aware that not all pedestrians will be walking - those in strollers or using various 
mobility devices (electric scooters, wheelchairs, walkers, etc.) are also pedestrians, and their unique 
needs must be considered throughout the planning and implementation process. We must also keep in 
mind that there are many people in our region who depend on walking as their sole mode of 
transportation. These pedestrians face extremely difficult obstacles that those who drive automobiles 
may not even be aware of. Without proper connections, crosswalks and sidewalks, pedestrians may 
need to walk an incredible, out-of-the-way distance simply to reach a destination just across a busy 
street or highway from where they started. This plan will attempt to consider the needs of all of our 
region’s residents – from those who use an automobile for most trips and only walk limited distances, to 
those who rely on walking as their sole mode of transportation.  

For many decades, city planners and engineers primarily focused their efforts on providing an 
environment in which vehicles could pass through cities as quickly and with as few obstacles as possible. 
The primary concerns regarding any new development were the availability of sufficient parking and the 
ease of vehicles to enter, leave and circulate the development. For the most part, the pedestrian was 
relegated to an inferior status in the planning and development process, if not disregarded altogether. 
The lack of pedestrian consideration is quite obvious in some of our region’s most successful economic 
centers, such as the Montrose and Chapel Hill areas. 

However, there is evidence that the auto-centric mindset is changing, and in many cases, developers are 
scrambling to incorporate a sense of “place” in new developments – a somewhat intangible atmosphere 
that can only occur when pedestrians, not automobiles, are the most prevalent mode of transportation 
in an area. Perhaps the best examples of this reversion to the “Main Street” shopping era are the 
creation of “lifestyle-center” shopping districts – best exemplified in Northeast Ohio by Crocker Park in 
Westlake, OH. These open-air shopping centers strike a good balance between being accessible by 
automobile and providing ample parking in lots and garages on the perimeter of the development, yet 
emphasizing pedestrian friendly design within. Narrow streets, high-visibility crosswalks, pedestrian-
scaled buildings and a variety of uses (retail, restaurant, office, civic spaces and residential units) signal 
that these are spaces to be enjoyed by foot, and their rising popularity indicates that the general public 
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is enjoying the experience. This plan will identify some of the key elements that work together to create 
inviting pedestrian environments (see Chapter 2). Not only can these design elements be incorporated 
into new developments, but existing areas may be retrofitted to provide an incrementally safer and 
more lively pedestrian experience. 

One of the problems facing planners is that despite a newfound willingness to design safe and enjoyable 
pedestrian environments, there are not necessarily any hard-and-fast rules for doing so. New concepts 
and solutions are constantly introduced into the planning discourse, but there are no universal fixes. For 
instance, creating a “pedestrian-only” commercial area by closing a street to traffic may be an 
appropriate solution in one community, but would work to the detriment of local businesses in another. 
Context is of utmost importance, as discussed in Chapter 2 of this report. Each community must seek the 
input of various stakeholders to discover its unique approach to creating a safe and comfortable 
pedestrian environment. 

Although AMATS encourages high-quality urban design, lively mixes of land uses, and the creation of 
great public spaces for pedestrians to enjoy, we realize that at the regional level, the completion of a 
thorough sidewalk and crosswalk network is the “bread-and-butter” task of our organization, and we 
are committed to providing funding to our member communities to help achieve this goal. For this 
report, AMATS conducted an in-depth analysis of the pedestrian infrastructure in our region, with the 
primary purpose of identifying gaps in the regional network. Particular emphasis was placed on 
analyzing areas along every fixed-route transit line in our region, for the following reasons: 

• Transit riders are more likely to be walking for significant portions of their trips 

• Transit routes typically run on major arterial and collector roads – roads that are more likely to 
be hazardous to pedestrians 

• Most transit routes run on federal functionally classified streets – the only streets eligible for 
AMATS funding 

Although the primary focus  of this analysis was on streets falling on a transit route, many communities 
are unserved by transit, yet were analyzed with the same level of detail. This analysis is described in 
greater detail on page 23, and over 260 specific sidewalk and crosswalk gaps are identified in 
Recommendation 3 on pages 53 - 70. Fifteen high-level recommendations may be found in Chapter 3, 
and the programs available to fund pedestrian-related projects are described in Chapter 4. Although its 
total impact on pedestrian funding is still largely unknown, a brief discussion regarding MAP-21, the 
recently approved federal surface transportation bill, may be found on page 76. 

In summary, regardless of one’s principal choice of transportation mode, it is important to understand 
that each and every one of us is a pedestrian for at least a portion of every trip we make. Good 
pedestrian planning doesn’t simply benefit those who walk to get most places – it benefits everyone! 
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Fast Facts: Pedestrian Related Statistics for the AMATS Region 

 

 

Existing Conditions: 2010 Regional Sidewalk Inventory 

In order to illustrate the pedestrian network that exists within the region, AMATS has mapped every 
sidewalk located in Summit and Portage Counties, as well as Chippewa Township in Wayne County. The 
2010 map found on the following page is an improvement over previous efforts, which mapped 
sidewalks using the centerlines of streets, and then had to specify whether sidewalks were located on 
either one or both sides of that street. For this latest version of the map, lines were drawn on the 
centerlines of the actual sidewalks, so specificity in regards to their location relative to the street is no 
longer required. 
 
AMATS is currently mapping all crosswalks and ADA ramp locations within the region, but due to the 
length of time required to undertake this process for such a large region, the data is incomplete as of 
the writing of this plan. Upon its completion, AMATS will announce the availability of this data on its 
website: www.amatsplanning.org.  
 
The AMATS region currently has a strong sidewalk network in all of its most urban cities. The map on the 
following page shows a large concentration of sidewalk infrastructure in Akron, Barberton, Cuyahoga 
Falls, Kent and Ravenna. These cities contain populations of sufficient density to warrant sidewalks on 
nearly every street. In addition to these large, older industrial cities, many suburban communities also 
contain a thorough network of pedestrian infrastructure. Hudson, Stow and Twinsburg are some of the 
larger communities with a significant sidewalk inventory. Some smaller communities, such as 
Garrettsville, Mogadore, Munroe Falls and Northfield Village have excellent sidewalk coverage for 
communities of their size. These communities contain lower population densities, yet still provide 
sidewalks on most streets. 
 
Some of the larger and more rapidly growing communities in our region do not show a significant 
inventory of sidewalks at this time. In most cases, there are legitimate reasons for their absence. In 
some communities, rapid commercial growth occurred prior to substantial residential growth – 
therefore, the lack of demonstrated pedestrian demand didn’t warrant sidewalk construction at the 
time. Other communities contain numerous residential subdivisions, which in many cases do not contain 
sidewalks. As will be discussed later in the Complete Streets Policy section (page 47), these residential 
streets with low traffic volumes and low travel speeds provide a comfortable pedestrian experience 
without the need for separate sidewalks. 

Regional Sidewalk Miles: 2,510
% of Population That Walks to Work
(Summit County - 2010)*

1.3%

Regional Sidewalk Gaps (in Miles): 47.95
% of Population That Walks to Work
(Portage County - 2010)*

2.5%

# of Pedestrian & Vehicle
Crashes (2009 - 2011):

490
% of Population That Walks to Work
(Chippewa Township - Wayne Cnty - 2010)*

1.4%

% of Population Taking Transit to Work
(Summit County - 2010)*

1.7%

* 2010 U.S. Census Data
% of Population Taking Transit to Work
(Portage County - 2010)*

0.7%

http://www.amatsplanning.org/
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Pedestrian Generative Land Use Analyses 

Not all areas share the same need for concentrated pedestrian infrastructure investment. In a perfect 
world, there would be sidewalks along every street and highly effective crosswalks at every intersection. 
However, in an era of limited funding which must be prudently and practically invested, we must target 
funds on priority areas demonstrating a great need for pedestrian infrastructure. 
 
To identify these areas of strong potential demand for pedestrian improvements, we must identify the 
distribution of characteristics and land uses known to generate a high level of pedestrians. The following 
series of maps illustrates these distributions and their proximity to the existing sidewalk network. 
 
Admittedly, at the regional level, it is difficult to examine the adequacy of sidewalks around each and 
every identified use in the following series of maps. For example, literally hundreds of churches have 
been mapped. Even if the adequacy of sidewalks could be determined around each and every one, such 
an overwhelming amount of data would be practically unusable. Therefore, the true value in these maps 
is their ability to point to general distributional trends and aid in the identification of gaps at the 
community level. 
 
Any significant gaps identified in this analysis may be considered for funding in future funding cycles. 
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Population Density Analysis 
 
As can be seen in the previous map, the communities comprising the AMATS region have done an 
excellent job of providing sidewalks in areas of high population density, where pedestrian activity is 
most likely. 
 
Gaps 
Communities with moderate population densities and relatively few sidewalks include: Aurora, 
Northfield Center Township and Sagamore Hills. 
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Job Density Analysis 
 
High concentrations of employment opportunities may serve as one way identifying areas prone to high 
levels of pedestrian activity. Of course, the attractiveness to pedestrians often depends on the 
characteristics of the jobs found in that area. For instance, large industrial parks such as those found just 
south of Twinsburg involve a lot of truck traffic and are intentionally separated from residential areas. 
One would not expect to encounter many pedestrians in an area such as this. However, most non-
industrial employers could expect a varying amount of pedestrian activity. Retail/commercial, university 
and hospital areas typically generate many pedestrians and require a good surrounding pedestrian 
infrastructure. 
 
From our regional perspective, this analysis does not consider the specific industries contained within 
each particular job cluster. Since each dot represents 100 jobs, this report assumes there is a mix of 
industries within each dot, and all significant clusters would generate pedestrian traffic relative to their 
density and overall size. 
 
Gaps 
Communities showing high concentrations of jobs with little supporting sidewalk infrastructure include 
Aurora, Copley Township, Green, Hudson, Macedonia, Northfield Center Township, Richfield, Twinsburg 
and Twinsburg Township. 
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School Location Analysis 
 
One of the most important barometers of the effectiveness of a sidewalk network is to examine their 
adequacy near schools. Children are among the most vulnerable pedestrians, and an adequate sidewalk 
system is key to keeping them safe on their daily walks. Older schools were built in the heart of their 
residential catchment area, so that children could easily walk there year round. New schools, 
particularly those in rural communities, are more typically built in former agricultural areas and 
intended to be served primarily by bus. However, residential communities often follow these schools, 
and surround them shortly afterward. 
 
The schools in the previous map are not limited to K-12 students, but include public and private 
universities as well. The AMATS region contains two of the largest universities in the State of Ohio – The 
University of Akron and Kent State University – both of which are hubs for pedestrian activity. 
 
There are very few instances of schools built without sidewalk infrastructure. Sidewalks connecting 
schools to residential areas have always been a high priority for local officials. Dedicated funding 
programs, most prominently the Safe Routes to School (SRTS) initiative, have contributed millions of 
dollars of funding for sidewalk and dedicated walkway construction. Although the SRTS program was 
discontinued in the recently passed federal surface transportation bill (MAP-21: see page 76), sidewalk 
projects near schools would be eligible for Transportation Alternatives funding. 
 
Gaps 
Most schools have sidewalk infrastructure in their vicinity. Schools in more rural locations are the most 
likely to be missing pedestrian connections to nearby neighborhoods. Examples would be Field Local 
Schools in Brimfield Township, Revere Local Schools in Bath Township and Southeast Local Schools in 
Palmyra Township. 
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Places of Worship Location Analysis 
 
Like schools, churches, synagogues and other places of worship often serve as community focal points. 
In addition to their usual worship services, they often act as informal community centers, hosting 
weddings, festivals and carnivals, public meetings and sometimes serve as official polling places. Unlike 
schools, which cater mostly to younger pedestrians, places of worship tend to be frequented by the 
entire range of age groups. 
 
Also similar to the development pattern experienced by school buildings: whereas older, existing 
churches are located in the heart of a community’s residential zone, new facilities, particularly the very 
large “mega-churches”, are often built on large greenfield properties outside of the city limits. These 
new facilities are often, but not exclusively, built with the understanding that most congregants and 
visitors will be arriving by automobile. 
 
There are hundreds of church buildings in the AMATS area, making it difficult to analyze them with a 
very specific level of detail. However, the map on the previous page shows a few clusters of churches in 
areas where sidewalks are sparse or non-existent. 
 
Gaps 
Bath Township, Copley Township, Northwest Green (as well as nearby Coventry Township) and 
Southwest of Barberton (where Barberton, Norton and Doylestown/Chippewa Township all converge), 
Springfield Township (especially in the Myersville Road corridor). 
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Parks, Cultural & Sports Attractions Analysis 
 
Parks, cultural and sports attractions are perhaps the land uses that draw the largest pedestrian crowds 
during their periods of use. Particularly in regards to theaters and sporting arenas, crowds of thousands 
are usually dispersed throughout surrounding parking areas, and may be walking from anywhere within 
a certain radius of the venue in question. Good sidewalks, crosswalks and other pedestrian 
infrastructure are important to helping these large gatherings of pedestrians reach their destinations in 
a safe, comfortable and timely manner. 
 
Most of the region’s major sporting and cultural venues are located within central cites, which already 
have a rich network of pedestrian infrastructure. The outlying venues in the map above are not served 
by sidewalks, but given their nature, this is acceptable. The majority of venues lying outside of urban 
areas in the map above are automobile race tracks. Due to the noise generated by events held in these 
facilities, they are deliberately isolated from dense residential areas, and it would be inefficient to 
provide sidewalks to these remote areas. Blossom Music Center is another of the isolated cultural 
attractions. Its remote location, tucked deep within the Cuyahoga Valley National Park, is part of the 
venue’s charm. Sidewalks are not necessary since there are essentially zero residential or commercial 
areas within walking distance of the venue. 
 
Gaps 
No significant gaps 
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Government Offices Analysis 
 
Government offices are typically located within town centers, so as to be deliberately accessible to all of 
their constituents. It is important that they are accessible to non-automobile transportation for the very 
fact that many of these offices specifically serve the needs of people who may not own or be able to 
operate a private vehicle – centers for aging, services for low income citizens, assistance to those with 
disabilities, and so on. 
 
As illustrated in the map on the previous page, most of the public buildings in our region are accessible 
by sidewalk. At the regional level, only one significant cluster appears to be located with little to no 
sidewalk access. 
 
Gaps 
Copley Township 
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Hospitals & Senior Residential Communities Analysis 
 
Hospitals and senior housing communities possess unique characteristics among pedestrian generative 
land uses. For example, both of these facilities are likely to host large numbers of pedestrians requiring 
the use of mobility aids – therefore, an appropriately safe and comfortable pedestrian environment 
should be provided in their vicinity. These facilities are also likely to have visitors spending their entire 
day at the site. Particularly at hospitals, near-by pedestrian facilities are important to taking a walk for a 
bit of a break. Small children are not allowed in some hospital visiting areas, or may grow restless during 
visits. A nice walk around the neighborhood is a great way to burn off some of their youthful energy. 
 
In the past, hospitals were generally constructed in the heart of urban centers. Our region’s larger and 
older hospitals (for instance, those in Akron, Barberton and Ravenna) generally adhere to this practice. 
However, a new trend is emerging with the development of community medical centers. These centers 
are generally located in fast-growing suburban areas, and their location is largely based on proximity to 
freeway access. Examples of these centers are the Akron General Medical Centers in Bath, Green and 
Stow, the Twinsburg Family Health & Surgery Center and the Summa Health Center at Western Reserve 
in Hudson. Most of these facilities are distant from existing residential and commercial areas, and are 
not served by an extensive sidewalk network at this time. 
 
Similar to the trend in hospital development, new senior housing facilities also tend to be developed 
with an insular focus, providing more of a sheltered, self-contained campus, rather than ones that blend 
in seamlessly with existing residential areas. With a primary goal of providing the utmost safety and 
security for their residents, this development pattern is understandable, particularly if there are 
significant numbers of residents suffering from various forms of dementia. Regardless, many residents 
of these communities do maintain active lifestyles. Health professionals frequently stress the 
importance of physical activity for senior citizens to maintain their health, and sidewalks should be 
provided in the vicinity of these facilities as is practical. 
 
Gaps 
Bath Township, Western Hudson, Southern Kent, Macedonia, Ravenna, Richfield Township, Sagamore 
Hills 
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Transit Lines & Nodes Analysis 
 
Perhaps the best indicator of pedestrian system gaps in our region is to overlay the existing pedestrian 
network with the existing transit network, and identify gaps accordingly. As stated in the executive 
summary of this report, everyone, regardless of their mode of transportation, is a pedestrian at some 
point during their trip. However, those taking transit will likely walk significantly greater distances to 
their destinations, since fixed-route buses seldom pick passengers up directly from their origin, nor drop 
them off at the front door of their destination. In addition, transit lines generally run on arterial or 
significant collector streets – the very same streets that are likely to have the highest densities of 
population, employment and commercial activity. From a funding perspective, AMATS can only fund 
projects lying on federally classified roadways. Federal functionally classified roadways are generally the 
very ones that transit lines run along. 
 
Through a detailed pedestrian/transit network analysis, AMATS has performed a block-by-block analysis 
of the gaps that exist in our region’s pedestrian network. These gaps generally consist of sidewalks and 
crosswalks, but may also include recommendations for paved waiting pads at bus stops, mid-block 
crossings or other recommendations. For this analysis, AMATS reviewed all METRO and PARTA bus lines 
and stops, and identified areas where pedestrian infrastructure was missing or appeared to be 
inadequate. In highly urban areas, where very few sidewalk gaps exist, the recommendations are largely 
focused on areas where high-visibility crosswalks should be constructed. These crosswalks can range 
from simple road striping to high-visibility, textured or brightly colored pavements (see page 36). 
Although pedestrian signals are present at many of the recommended intersections, these serve only as 
a cue to pedestrians – not drivers. Well marked crosswalks provide a visual cue to both parties, and work 
to increase the overall safety at busy intersections. It should also be noted that some of the 
recommended crosswalk areas actually DO contain crosswalk striping, but they are so worn and faded, 
their contribution to a safe pedestrian environment has been largely compromised. 
 
In addition to providing uninterrupted, paved walking surfaces for those using transit, the provision of 
bus shelters is also strongly encouraged. Bus shelters serve a number of benefits to transit providers: 
they provide a measure of protection from inclement weather, an unmistakable cue to where the bus 
will stop for those new to transit, and a visual cue to vehicle drivers to be alert for pedestrians in the 
immediate area. Currently, METRO provides 100 bus shelters throughout Summit County, and PARTA 
provides 23 throughout its Portage County service area. 
 
The recommendations from this analysis were primarily determined from satellite imagery of the 
AMATS region’s streets. Although the images used were taken in 2012, improvements may have been 
completed in the meantime and the gap may no longer exist. In addition, planning level measurements 
of the longest leg of each recommendation are provided for context only; further design studies would 
need to be completed to determine their precise length. 
 
Gaps 
Please see Recommendation 3 on pages 53-70 for the complete list of pedestrian recommendations 
resulting from this analysis, which are sorted alphabetically by community. 
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Pedestrian Crashes Analysis 
 
Although adequate sidewalks and crosswalks contribute greatly to a comfortable and convenient 
pedestrian environment, their most important function is to ensure the safety of our region’s 
pedestrians. Pedestrians are the most vulnerable users of any roadway, and any conflict with vehicles or 
bicycles is likely to lead to injury or death. 
 
According to AMATS’ Traffic Crashes: 2009-2011 report, there were 490 pedestrian/vehicle conflicts in 
the region – the distribution of which are shown in the previous map. Pedestrian crashes are located all 
around the county, and are generally most frequent in areas of high population density. These areas 
would typically experience the highest levels of pedestrian activity. 
 
There are some exceptions to this rule however. There are areas of high population density but very few 
pedestrian crashes (Fairlawn, Green, Hudson, Tallmadge and Twinsburg), as well as areas with low 
population density and a relatively high number of pedestrian crashes (Bath Township/Richfield border, 
Doylestown and Randolph Township). 
 
Areas showing significant numbers of pedestrian/vehicle conflicts should examine those locations and 
determine if additional infrastructure (sidewalks, crosswalks, pedestrian lighting, etc.) could help reduce 
or eliminate dangerous conditions. Please see page 45 for a more detailed discussion regarding 
pedestrian safety. 
 
Gaps 
Bath Twp, Chippewa Twp, Coventry Twp, Deerfield Twp, Randolph Twp, Ravenna Twp, Shalersville Twp, 
Springfield Twp and Streetsboro.  
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Projected Pedestrian Needs 
 
As part of its comprehensive, long-term planning process, AMATS has projected the region’s population 
through 2035. These population projections are at the community level, and although they are not 
specific enough to identify precise areas where pedestrian infrastructure may be necessary in the 
distant future, the data helps identify areas of high growth which may want to consider where 
development is most likely to occur, and establish a local plan for meeting the needs of increased future 
pedestrian activity. The following map illustrates the population growth trends anticipated for the 
AMATS region through 2035. 
 
 

 
 
 
This map shows that future population growth in the AMATS region will occur most rapidly in the 
northern portion of our region, particularly in communities that border Cuyahoga County to the north 
and Medina County to the west. These communities should pay close attention to the specific locations 
where they anticipate this growth to occur, and consider incorporating pedestrian infrastructure and 
design in these areas. 
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In this chapter, topics will be discussed regarding the creation of a safe, comfortable and attractive 
pedestrian environment. Example pedestrian improvements will be provided for each topic. However, it 
is important to understand that appropriate pedestrian accommodations will vary greatly in a region as 
diverse as ours – what works in densely populated, highly urban Downtown Akron is likely to be highly 
inappropriate in the rural townships all throughout the AMATS region. What constitutes a good 
pedestrian environment strongly depends on community context. 
 
The AMATS Planning Areas – Providing Community Context 
 
To better illustrate the differences in context found within the communities that comprise the region, 
AMATS described eight “Planning Areas” – categorizations for communities based on their dominant 
land use characteristics – in its 2010 Connecting Communities report. The eight categories are as follows: 
 
Downtown – The Downtown area is the hub of the regional transportation system. It supports high 
levels of public transportation and pedestrian activity. It is the central business district with dense, tall 
buildings and a mix of office, residential, government and cultural uses.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Suburban Center – Suburban Centers are major business and retail hubs. They consist of a mix of 
shopping centers, big-box stores and office parks. Usually these areas are auto-dependent and do not 
support transit and pedestrian activity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
Town Center – Town Centers are smaller hubs for business, retail, residential and government uses 
predominantly along main streets. These centers are pedestrian-friendly, transit-accessible and can 
consist of both business and office space. 
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Urban Core – Urban Core areas consist of a grid block street pattern with high pedestrian activity and 
easy access to transit. They provide a dense mix of single and multi-family housing with businesses 
located along main streets and corner stores. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Urban – Urban areas are mature, developed neighborhoods adjacent to the urban core area. They have 
both grid and curving street patterns with moderate levels of transit accessibility and pedestrian activity. 
They are predominantly single-family with retail along main streets and in small shopping centers. 
 

                   
 
Suburban – Suburban areas (suburbs) are predominantly single-family housing units with retail and 
business located in shopping centers and office parks. Residential streets are predominantly curved and 
terminate in cul-de-sacs. Suburbs are auto-dependent with limited transit and pedestrian activity. 
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Exurban – Exurban areas (exurbs) are predominantly low-density and single-family, with residential 
housing typically along country roads or detached subdivisions surrounded by agricultural and park land. 
They are auto-dependent, without sidewalks and transit is limited to individual door-to-door service. 
 

                        
 
 
Rural – Rural areas consist of large tracts of agricultural, park or vacant land. Housing is predominantly 
along country roads and is very low-density and auto-dependent. There are no sidewalks and transit is 
limited to individual door-to-door service. 
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Pedestrian Related Concerns, Solutions & Best Practices 
 
Any community desiring to create a good pedestrian environment has numerous options available to 
achieve that goal. As previously mentioned, options that are reasonable in one particular planning area 
may be completely unfeasible in another. This section of The AMATS Regional Pedestrian Plan will 
describe a variety of options to create a safe, comfortable pedestrian environment, taking community 
context into consideration. 
 
Sidewalks 
A thorough sidewalk network is the foundation of any good pedestrian environment. Wide, well 
maintained sidewalks allow pedestrians easy access from one place to another. A top priority of our 
region should be to provide sidewalks wherever there is evidence of demand. However, it should be 
noted that not all sidewalks are created equal. Good sidewalk design has the power to greatly add to the 
pedestrian appeal of a neighborhood (Akron’s Highland Square neighborhood, for example) whereas 
those which are poorly maintained may actually deter pedestrian activity. Some current issues and 
sidewalk best practices are as follows: 
 
Maintenance – A variety of issues necessitate periodic sidewalk maintenance. In order to create a safe, 
comfortable pedestrian environment, sidewalks exhibiting the following conditions should receive 
maintenance as quickly as possible: 
 

• Deteriorated Pavement – cracked, broken, raised or missing pavement creates a tripping hazard for 
pedestrians and is difficult to maneuver by those using mobility devices, strollers, bicycles, etc. 
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• Weather Related Hazards – Northeast Ohio’s ever-changing weather can quickly lead to hazardous 
sidewalk conditions. Mud on sunken sidewalks is messy and inconvenient at best, slippery and 
impassible in worse conditions. Snow covered sidewalks create an even worse hazard, sometimes 
forcing pedestrians to walk in the plowed street with traffic. 

                 
 
 
Continuity & Logical Termini – In many communities, development or subdivision regulations require 
that developers provide sidewalks throughout their projects. While this is an effective way to increase 
the sidewalk infrastructure at no public cost, it can lead to a lack of continuity when the newly 
developed parcel abuts a vacant one, or one that was developed prior to the developer sidewalk 
requirement. In cases where lack of demand is clearly going to lead to a long-term gap in the sidewalk 
network, the local government should take the lead in closing those gaps. 
 

     
 
During sidewalk planning and construction, logical termini 
should be taken into consideration. A sidewalk should never end 
in the middle of nowhere – rather, it should terminate at the 
entrance to a pedestrian attraction. Demand should also be 
taken into consideration when planning new sidewalks. One of 
the clearest signals of unmet pedestrian demand is the presence 
of a “goat path” – a very worn path in the grass, created from 
years of repeated pedestrian use.  
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Width – Sidewalk width can vary depending on the context of the area surrounding it. Narrower 
sidewalks are typically found in residential areas. Federal guidelines suggest that sidewalks in residential 
areas be no less than 60” in width – generally enough space that two people using mobility devices or 
strollers may pass. Wider sidewalks should be provided in areas of significant pedestrian activity. 
 
The widest sidewalks are found in urban commercial areas, where groups of pedestrians, street 
furniture and general leisure activity need to be accommodated. Very wide sidewalks are necessary in 
areas where outdoor dining areas, community festivals or other similar uses are desired. 
 

  
 
 
Separation from the Street – The creation of a safe, comfortable pedestrian environment requires that 
sidewalks be buffered from the streets they run along – particularly along wide arterial streets carrying 
fast moving traffic. Pedestrians walking on sidewalks abutting busy streets are subject to wind gusts, 
exhaust fumes, puddle-splashes, honking and potentially crashes from passing vehicles. Granted, these 
sidewalks are better than having no pedestrian access at all, but whenever possible, new sidewalks 
constructed in our region should be separated (or “buffered”) from traffic. Some of the potential ways 
to provide buffering from traffic include: 

• On-street, parallel parking 
• Trees and other vegetation 
• Grassy or landscaped strips or medians (aka “Devil Strips”) 
• Street furniture (decorative lighting, benches, bus shelters, public art, etc.) 
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Pavement Type – One final area of consideration during sidewalk planning is the type of material they 
will be constructed from. Although the vast majority of sidewalks are constructed using concrete or 
asphalt, innovative new materials are available for use in areas prone to stormwater issues. New, 
pervious construction materials allow storm water to trickle directly through the sidewalk, rather than 
diverting it off to the side or pooling it within the pedestrian right-of-way. Rain Garden Reserve in 
Cuyahoga Falls showcases the functionality and attractiveness of sidewalks constructed out of pervious 
concrete and recycled rubber pavement.  
 
http://planning.co.cuyahoga.oh.us/infrastructure/pdf/raingarden.pdf 
 
 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://planning.co.cuyahoga.oh.us/infrastructure/pdf/raingarden.pdf
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Crosswalks 
As important to walking along a street is the ability for a pedestrian to safely cross a street. All great 
streetscapes require a variety of activity on both sides of a street, and the only way for that to occur is 
to facilitate pedestrian movement with strategic crossing points. It is during the process of crossing a 
street that pedestrians are the most vulnerable to conflicts with vehicular traffic, and a variety of 
solutions are available to ensure their safe passage across a roadway. 
 
High-Visibility Crosswalks/Pavement – The incorporation of high-visibility materials into a pedestrian 
crossing establishes a clear pedestrian domain, and reinforces the potential presence of pedestrians to 
motorists who otherwise may not be paying full attention. In all fairness to vehicular drivers, at some 
intersections, it is difficult (due to lack of proper markings or other indicators) to tell the location of 
where a vehicle must stop at an intersection. High-visibility markings remove all doubt as to the legal 
domain of both pedestrians and motorists, resulting in the safe travel of both parties. 
 
Depending on the local budget and context of the community in which a crosswalk is located, materials 
could range from bright, reflective roadway striping to elaborately colored and patterned pavements. 
Although simple striping would be the most efficient solution in the lower density planning areas, it 
need not be limited to simple parallel white lines. A variety of patterns may be used so that the 
intersection will be more visible to both pedestrians and vehicle drivers. 
 

 
 
 
Raised Crosswalks – Raised crosswalks, as their name suggests, physically elevate pedestrians to a height 
slightly above the roadway, increasing their visibility to oncoming drivers. Their elevation also serves as 
a form of traffic calming, serving as speed bumps to slow vehicles down, thus creating a more 
comfortable atmosphere for pedestrians. 
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Pedestrian Islands – Pedestrian islands address one of the greatest concerns regarding safe street 
crossings – balancing the need to move heavy volumes of vehicles through an area, and the ability of 
slower-paced pedestrians to cross a street of the width necessary to move this level of traffic volume. 
Anyone who has spent much time as a pedestrian knows that the walk signals at intersections allow very 
little time to cross a major arterial road. Pedestrians moving at a slower pace due to disability, 
accompanying children, or simply those who prefer to walk at a leisurely pace, have very little chance to 
cross a six lane road in the allotted time. If they attempt to, they potentially face the scorn of impatient 
drivers, as well as outright physical danger. 
 
Pedestrian islands provide a physical refuge for pedestrians, typically in the median of a wide street. 
They may be found within street intersections, but are also commonly used for safe crossing in the 
middle of a long block. Their presence enables pedestrians to only cross one half of the street per signal 
cycle. They provide the added benefit of pedestrians needing to look out only for traffic coming in one 
direction for each segment of the crossing. 
 
Pedestrian island design ranges from simple concrete pads in the middle of a road or intersection, to 
lushly landscaped refuges incorporating beautiful design. The presence of pedestrian islands also serve 
as a form of traffic calming, since they raise driver awareness to pedestrian activity and create a physical 
obstacle, often lowering the average speeds of passing traffic. 
 

                         
 
 
Bump-Outs/Bulb-Outs – Pedestrian bump-outs/bulb-outs are the extension of an intersection corner, 
used to physically narrow an intersection (thus shortening crossing distance), increase pedestrian 
visibility and calm traffic by reducing driving speeds. They are one of the best ways to implement a 
“road-diet”, or the intentional reduction of traffic through-lanes to reduce traffic speeds and volumes 
through a selected area. Bump-outs often incorporate attractive urban design features, adding to the 
aesthetic appeal of the pedestrian environment. 
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Enhanced Signage – A variety of signage is available to alert drivers to the presence of pedestrian activity 
in an area. Although it is not recommended that signage alone be used to designate a pedestrian zone 
or crossing, it can be used to effectively supplement other forms of pedestrian crosswalk solutions. New 
technology is increasingly available to maximize the effectiveness of pedestrian crossing signs. 
 

        
 

ADA Ramps – The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) established guidelines for the construction of 
ramps to accommodate the needs of individuals using mobility devices. Maximum slopes, widths and 
textural treatments enable the safe maneuvering of compliant crosswalks. Most communities in our 
region offer ADA ramps at key crosswalks, and new ramps are being added on a continuous basis. 
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Pedestrian Friendly Design 
 
Whereas sidewalks and crosswalks form the physical pathways to facilitate pedestrian activity, 
pedestrian friendly design is the general term used to describe the aesthetic treatments available to 
create an environment or “place” that pedestrians desire to go to. 
 
There are no cut-and-dry formulas for the implementation of good pedestrian design – community 
context is very important. Rather, a number of design elements which have proven successful in various 
locations should be evaluated for potential effectiveness in one’s own community. To fully understand 
what constitutes a “good” pedestrian environment, we must also understand what contributes to a 
“bad” one. 
 
This section will present some of the most important elements required for the creation of a pedestrian 
friendly environment, and will provide examples that work to the contrary. The following list of design 
elements is not all encompassing – there are too many creative solutions to increase pedestrian appeal 
to list in this report. Rather, it is intended to provide a brief summary of some of the primary pedestrian 
considerations. 
 
Streetscapes – A pedestrian friendly streetscape is one that provides a sense of excitement, and 
encourages a pedestrian to both explore and mingle in the area. Great streetscapes contain few gaps in 
the street-wall, contain buildings with interesting architectural features, and incorporate a variety of 
land uses. They are built to a pedestrian scale, provide a sense of security from the vehicular traffic, and 
include easily traversable streets so that activity can move fluidly from one side of the street or block to 
another.  
 
The table on the following page was included in the Downtown Akron Connectivity Study, which was 
funded by AMATS in 2011. This portion of the study rated different segments of the Downtown Akron 
streetscape (specifically, the ground-floor design of buildings in the area) on an “A” through “E” scale, 
with “A” rated segments being exciting and active pedestrian zones, and “E” rated ones essentially 
devoid of any pedestrian appeal. 
 
Although the study examined Downtown Akron, the ratings would apply to any downtown, town center 
or urban planning area. Suburban and other less densely developed planning areas are difficult to rate 
using this method, since they were typically built with an emphasis on automobile accessibility. The 
unique pedestrian challenges in suburban/suburban center planning areas will be discussed on pages 
49-50. 
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Urban Streetscape Rating System 
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Street Furniture – Street furniture offers many benefits to pedestrians, from offering them a place to sit 
and converse, to secure their belongings, to provide shelter from inclement weather and a sense of 
personal security. Street furniture typically includes (but is not limited to): 

• Benches 
• Pedestrian scaled lighting 
• Bicycle racks/storage lockers 
• Pedestrian shelter (bus shelters, gazebos, awnings, etc.) 
• Outdoor amphitheaters, fireplaces, game tables and other social gathering places 

Street furniture can vary greatly, from simple yet functional pieces to those exhibiting elaborate design. 
Ideally, street furniture will complement the prevailing architectural features and general “feel” of the 
neighborhood. For instance, classic wrought iron themes may be most appropriate in an older historical 
neighborhood, whereas whimsical pieces would work best in a neighborhood known for its artistic flair.    
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Parking – The configuration of parking within a neighborhood is a vital determinant of the pedestrian 
friendliness of that area. Sufficient parking is vital to the success of businesses in our region. However, 
many of the parking solutions most prominently used in our region work to deter pedestrian activity by 
making it unattractive or downright dangerous. Some of these reasons include: 

• Large parking lots push buildings back far from the street, requiring a long, hot (or cold) walk 
across an asphalt or concrete expanse 

• The overwhelming presence of vehicles signals the dominance of the automobile, and drivers 
are watching out for other automobiles (not pedestrians) 

• Long rows of parked cars obscure the view of pedestrians from motorists 

• Parking garages often form long, uninteresting spans along streets 

• Busy parking garages with entrances/exits facing primary streets create dangerous conflict 
points as vehicles continuously cross the sidewalk 

Despite these problems, a number of pedestrian friendly solutions are available. Upon implementation, 
these solutions can help strike the proper balance between the provision of sufficient parking and the 
creation of a safe, attractive pedestrian environment. Some of these solutions include: 

• Constructing buildings up to the street, and placing parking behind them, typically with alleyway 
access 

• Implement shared-parking provisions where different land uses experience peak parking 
demand at different times of the day (ex. offices require parking during the day – restaurants & 
hotels rely on it in the evening) 

• Provide parking in multi-level garages, and incorporate active uses (retail, office, etc.) at the 
street level 

• When large parking lots are necessary, incorporate well marked and/or landscaped pedestrian 
walkways and refuges into their design. 

• Incorporate access management to minimize driveways, reducing vehicle/pedestrian conflict 
points. 

• Improve aesthetic appeal by masking parking lots with vegetation, attractive fencing, artwork, 
etc. 
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Public Art – Public art serves many purposes – from a lovely fountain or statue that serves as a 
neighborhood focal point or gathering place, to murals that add a touch of color and recall the history of 
a particular area, and everything in-between. 
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Wayfinding Signage – Wayfinding signage provides an excellent means of assisting pedestrians, who are 
unfamiliar with a particular area, gain their orientation and find their way to major attractions or 
destinations. Signage should be at a pedestrian scale, and can range from arrows pointing in the 
direction of an attraction, to a full area map in larger areas, or where there are many potential 
destinations of interest. 

Wayfinding signage serves purposes beyond providing a sense of direction. Distinctive, decorative 
signage is useful in the identification of a particular district or neighborhood. Sign design can 
complement area architecture, or can reflect the artistic flair of a particular area. 

Although wayfinding signage is commonly found in downtown or town center planning areas, it by no 
means must be limited to these locations. Wayfinding signage is highly effective in areas of transitioning 
land use. An example would be when the Ohio & Erie Towpath Trail transitions from the wilderness of 
the Cuyahoga Valley National Park to the quaint Village of Peninsula, with its various shops, restaurants 
and other attractions. Without effective signage, there’s actually a chance that trail users could 
completely miss the village. 

Another potential use for wayfinding signage could be to direct pedestrians to shops, restaurants and 
other attractions in larger suburban centers. Long plazas stretching farther than the eye can see, 
coupled with long hot (or cold) walks to reach these plazas could cause area pedestrians to hesitate 
exploring a shopping center they are unfamiliar with, or they might completely miss businesses of 
interest. Wayfinding signage in suburban centers could inform them what lies ahead or around a corner, 
helping them determine whether it is worth the trek to walk towards an unfamiliar area. 
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Safety – Driver and Pedestrian Education & Enforcement 

According to the AMATS Traffic Crashes: 2009-2011 report, there were 490 pedestrian/automobile 
accidents in our region over that time period. Of these accidents, 85% resulted in injury and 20 of them 
ended in fatality. Pedestrians are the most vulnerable of all users of our roadways, having significantly 
higher injury and fatality rates than any other transportation mode. Many of the solutions provided in 
previous sections help to improve pedestrian safety. However, one doesn’t have to spend much time as 
a pedestrian or driver to observe that a number of drivers and pedestrians make poor decisions that no 
amount of engineering or design can overcome. Engineers can build safe pedestrian refuges, but they 
can’t force pedestrians to cross the street precisely at those locations. They can install the most eye-
catching, high-visibility signage, which is rendered completely ineffective by a distracted driver. 

Educating drivers and pedestrians to be aware of each other is very important, but also very difficult for 
those who have been driving for years and whose habits are firmly ingrained. Educating children on 
proper, safe pedestrian behavior at an early age is the key to developing lifelong awareness. Many local 
communities hold “Safety Towns” – week-long camps run by a local law enforcement agency, where 
kindergarten-aged children learn pedestrian safety in miniature, walkable towns. 

Driver’s education courses are the most important time to instill a good sense of pedestrian awareness 
in drivers. Unfortunately, in an era where potential driver distractions are on the rise (smart phones, 
text messaging, high definition digital billboards, etc.), this process is easier said than done. 

For the most part, we can assume that all drivers were once taught how to be aware of pedestrians, and 
that all pedestrians were taught to look for traffic and cross the street safely at some point in their lives. 
Due to a number of reasons (distraction, intoxication, fatigue, stress, apathy, etc.) people make poor 
driving/walking decisions despite their better judgment. In these circumstances, enforcement of traffic 
and pedestrian laws may be the only way to reduce pedestrian collisions with other transportation 
modes. In areas of recurrent problems, law enforcement should use special diligence in enforcing the 
laws on the books; sometimes an economic sanction may be the best way to change a negative 
behavior. 
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Complete Streets 

In the field of transportation planning, “complete streets” refers to streets that afford access to users of 
all ages, abilities and preferred mode of transportation. Complete streets do not favor any mode of 
transportation over another. Rather, they are designed to complement multiple modes and diverse 
users. 

Certainly, not every street can offer access to every possible mode of transportation. Buses generally 
don’t run down quiet, narrow residential streets, nor are sidewalks typically necessary in distant, rural 
townships. When planning for complete streets, context must be taken into consideration. For instance, 
in a regional complete streets policy, pedestrians should be accommodated in all general areas of the 
region. However, the specific pedestrian accommodations required in an urban core will look vastly 
different in a suburban or rural community. The table on the next page illustrates the differences in 
available complete streets solutions, depending on community context. 

In one sense, complete streets have existed in some form or another since the dawn of the 
transportation age. In the modern sense, however, complete streets are viewed as more of a philosophy 
or movement – whereas they happened organically in the past, today’s efforts are intentional and 
deliberately planned. Still largely in their infancy, complete streets are increasingly being enforced 
through local legislation referred to as a community’s “Complete Streets Policy”. At first, only a few 
“progressive” municipalities created complete streets policies. In just a matter of years, hundreds of 
complete streets policies have been established at nearly all levels of government – city, county, the 
metropolitan planning organization (MPO) and in a few cases, even at the state level. Attempts have 
been made to establish a national complete streets policy. So far, the efforts have failed, but it looks 
increasingly possible in the future, since many local policies pass with bi-partisan support. 

Complete streets policies do not conform to a one-size-fits-all structure – they vary widely between 
communities and the different levels of government. Some policies are very laissez-faire, while others 
are highly prescriptive. At the state, MPO and county levels, policies are typically very high-level in 
nature, given the diverse nature of the communities that exist within their jurisdictions. Policies at these 
levels often (but not exclusively) relate to high-level project planning and funding requirements. At the 
municipal level, policies tend to be much more specific – even going beyond the realm of transportation 
and extending to building design, site plan layout and so on. 

AMATS is currently working with its member communities to develop an incentive-based complete 
streets policy, which is estimated to be implemented through the AMATS funding policy in 2013. AMATS 
encourages its member communities to create and implement their own policies, in order to create 
safe, attractive streets for the benefit of all potential users. 

For more information, please visit the National Complete Streets Coalition’s website at: 
http://www.completestreets.org/ 

http://www.completestreets.org/
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Pedestrian Issues in Suburban Areas 
 
As can be seen on the planning areas map on page 31, the vast majority of the AMATS region has been 
developed in adherence to suburban or exurban land use patterns. These areas were designed with the 
automobile, not the pedestrian, in mind. Typically developed as clusters of individual subdivisions, 
residential streets in these areas are curved and often end in cul-de-sacs. Through traffic is discouraged 
by way of street design, and traffic is calmed through intentionally curved street geometry. In many 
ways, this method of street design effectively reduces the impact of automobiles in these 
neighborhoods, creating a reasonably safe, quiet pedestrian environment. However, the pedestrian 
environment created by this type of street design is only useful to pedestrians who desire to walk within 
their own subdivision. For those who wish to walk to other areas of the neighborhood, such as a friend’s 
home in a neighboring subdivision or to a local retailer, the curved streets and cul-de-sacs serve as 
discouraging barriers. These barriers generally cause the residents of suburban areas to depend on their 
automobiles for every trip they wish to take. 
 
Although suburban street design in residential areas may be viewed as an inconvenience to pedestrians, 
the street designs in suburban retail and commercial areas are usually very dangerous. Over the last 
several decades, suburban and exurban areas typically experience the highest growth rates within any 
given region. High growth brings high traffic volumes, as well as significant growth in area businesses. As 
mentioned, businesses in these areas assume that essentially all of their customers or employees will be 
arriving by automobile, so commercial and retail areas develop accordingly. Enormous building 
footprints, large parking lots and six to eight lane streets (with as few intersections as possible) 
dominate the commercial landscape in suburban areas. When literally every aspect of a particular area 
is built to the scale of the automobile, area pedestrians effectively disappear. 
 
This development pattern represents a “chicken-and-the-egg” scenario: pedestrians are not often found 
in these areas because they are inconvenient and dangerous, and because there are few pedestrians, 
drivers cease looking out for them. This only increases the dangers facing the few pedestrians brave 
enough to traverse these suburban retail areas – resulting in a proverbial downward spiral. 
 
The AMATS region is home to two major retail/commercial areas, which exhibit all of the problems 
identified above. The Montrose area (located just northwest of Akron) and the Chapel Hill area (located 
on the Akron/Cuyahoga Falls border) are sprawling geographical areas, containing the highest 
concentrations of retail, restaurant and commercial businesses in our region. Both are well served by 
transit and include sidewalks along most arterial roads. However, there is no question that the 
automobile is the dominant form of transportation – as evidenced by the expansive parking areas, great 
distances between buildings and intersections, and the intimidating design speeds and widths of roads 
found throughout these areas. 
 
Looking at satellite maps of these two areas, one can see that there is a significant amount of housing in 
the vicinity of these two centers of commerce – people could be walking throughout these areas, but 
they are not. And given the subordinate status of pedestrians in these areas – where pedestrians may 
actually suffer the ire of impatient motorists – why would they want to? 
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Certainly, these well-established areas can’t be rebuilt from scratch to incorporate a better pedestrian 
environment. However, there are a number of steps that could lead to incremental improvement in 
these (and similar) locations. Some steps that could be taken include: 

• Convert parking areas fronting area roadways into “out lots” – parcels where new buildings may 
be built up to the street with parking located behind them 
 

• Design and build pedestrian pathways running from the sidewalks that parallel arterial roads 
(i.e. Howe Ave. or SR 18) through parking lots, connecting them to retail plazas 
 

• Take measures to increase pedestrian visibility at intersections (high-visibility crosswalks, signals 
that give pedestrians a head start, etc.) 
 

• Design mid-block crossings with pedestrian activated signals in areas with long blocks and 
potential pedestrian demand – particularly around transit stops and high-density residential 
areas (apartment buildings/complexes) 
 

• Create connections between retail areas and the residential areas that abut them to increase 
the pool of potential area pedestrians 
 

Although existing plazas and parking areas could be retro-fitted using the above principles, the key 
opportunity is to incorporate pedestrian friendly design into new projects. One such opportunity exists 
in the large development proposed for Rothrock Road in Montrose. In 2010, AMATS published a report 
titled the Rothrock Road/Montrose Planning Study: Analyzing the Effects of Commercial Sprawl, which 
detailed the transportation and land use dilemma unique to not only that particular proposal, but to 
others similar to it. A number of recommendations are presented on how to best incorporate a good 
pedestrian environment into a large, new suburban development. This report (and a subsequent 
addendum, which was published the following year) may be found on the AMATS website at: 

http://www.amatsplanning.org/maps-data/reports/ 

Additional details regarding the challenges unique to lower-density planning areas, such as suburban 
and exurban communities, may be found in AMATS’ Connecting Communities – A Guide to Integrating 
Land Use and Transportation report: 

http://www.amatsplanning.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/10/Connecting-Communities-Report-
September-2010.pdf 

 

 

  

http://www.amatsplanning.org/maps-data/reports/
http://www.amatsplanning.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/10/Connecting-Communities-Report-September-2010.pdf
http://www.amatsplanning.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/10/Connecting-Communities-Report-September-2010.pdf
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Pedestrian Recommendations 
 
After consideration of the analyses, issues and solutions detailed in the preceding report, AMATS 
presents the following fifteen recommendations. Upon implementation, these recommendations will 
help member communities achieve the regional vision of creating safe, comfortable pedestrian 
environments for everyone, and of any ability. 
 
Although every recommendation will involve a partnership between AMATS and its member 
communities and agencies, the primary burden of implementation tends to fall on one partner more 
than the other in most cases. Therefore, the recommendations will fall into two categories for ease of 
classification: 
 
AMATS/Regional-Level Recommendations – these recommendations are quite broad in scale, and 
typically affect a large number of communities. These recommendations may require changes to the 
AMATS funding policy or the project prioritization process. 

Municipality-level recommendations – these recommendations would generally require a large 
percentage, if not full-funding, from local communities. AMATS may not be able to fund projects at this 
level due to federal or state imposed limitations. These recommendations vary greatly among, and are 
generally specific to, each individual municipality/agency within our region. Some of these 
recommendations would require changes to local zoning or design ordinances, which only the local 
legislative body would have the authority to address. 
 
 

AMATS/Regional-Level Recommendations 
 
Recommendation 1 
Develop a Regional Complete Streets Policy and Implement via the AMATS Funding Policy 
Complete streets are streets that afford access to all users of all ages, abilities and preferred mode of 
transportation. Rather than favoring any one mode of transportation over another, they are designed to 
complement multiple modes and diverse users. Context is of utmost importance: what works in an 
urban area will differ substantially from the ideal solution in an exurban one. 
 
AMATS will develop an incentive-based complete streets policy that works for all of our member 
communities. It is likely that to implement the final policy, changes will be made to the AMATS Funding 
Policy. AMATS will partner with our members to develop the best possible policy, and one that is 
favorable to all members. 
 
Please see page 47 for more details on regarding complete streets policies. 
 
 
Recommendation 2 
Create Pedestrian Improvement Overlay Zones 
AMATS will develop multiple pedestrian improvement overlay zones, which will designate areas of 
particular concern in regards to potential for pedestrian and automobile conflicts. These are most likely 
to include major retail/commercial areas located in suburban or exurban areas, which exhibit high 
potential for pedestrian attraction, yet see very little of this activity due to a dangerous environment. 
Some of the characteristics that deter pedestrians from these zones include: 
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• Wide streets (six or more lanes) and fast design speeds (>25 mph) 
• Long distances between intersections 
• Large building footprints with wide spacing between structures, set very far back from the street 
• High concentrations of auto-oriented land uses (gas stations, drive-thru windows, car washes, 

automobile dealerships, etc.) 
• A high percentage of the total land area dedicated to surface parking lots 

Although the primary pedestrian improvement zones would encompass the Montrose and Chapel Hill 
areas, there may be additional zones added, perhaps even a tiered prioritization system. 

Areas located within pedestrian improvement zones should incorporate pedestrian friendly design in 
new developments, and retrofit existing developments with pedestrian improvements such as those 
described in chapter 2. AMATS will place special emphasis on incorporating pedestrian friendly 
improvements in all projects it funds within these zones. 

 

Municipality-Level Recommendations 
 
Recommendation 3 
Implement Local Sidewalk/Crosswalk Gap Recommendations as Feasible 
As part of its pedestrian planning process, AMATS analyzed the regional pedestrian infrastructure 
network, particularly along existing and proposed transit lines. Transit lines serve as an excellent proxy 
to determine where sidewalks and crosswalks are needed, because they run along federally classified 
roads (the only ones AMATS eligible for AMATS funding), through areas of high population and 
employment density, and are corridors which contain high levels of pedestrian activity. 
Recommendations are not limited to sidewalks along transit lines, however. All communities in the 
AMATS region were analyzed, and any significant gaps were included. 
 
The AMATS sidewalk/crosswalk gaps analysis includes more than 260 specific recommendations, as 
listed in the following table. It should be noted that a high percentage of the recommendations - 
particularly in the older, larger cities in our region – are crosswalk recommendations. As mentioned 
previously in this report, sidewalk gaps generally pose an inconvenience to pedestrians. The absence of 
safe, well-marked crosswalks could have dangerous or deadly results, since street crossings subject 
pedestrians to the greatest conflict points with automobiles. 
 
The recommendations in the following table are alphabetized by community, and are not listed in any 
order of priority or importance.  
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Notes:
- Project limits are generally listed in the direction of an outbound bus
- In some areas where x-walks recomm., they DO exist (or signals are there) but are worn and should be re-striped/paved

Municipality
Project

Type Gap Location Proposed Project Limits
Sides Needing
Improvement

Approximate
Length (in ft) of

Longest Leg

Transit
Route # or

Gap Identifier
Akron Crosswalk Battles Ave Intersection with 13th St NW N, S and W 34 9

Akron Sidewalk Brittain Rd

From McDonald's (just north of E
Tallmadge Rd to sidewalk terminus at
1600/1700 block of Brittain Rd -
footpaths present E 2400 12

Akron Crosswalk Brittain Rd Intersection with Independence Blvd N, E, S and W 76 12
Akron Sidewalk Brittain Rd From Yuma Ave to Sparhawk Ave W 2166 19
Akron Crosswalk Brittain Rd Intersection with Evans Ave N and W 66 19

Akron Sidewalk Brittain Rd
Gaps between Evans Ave and Longstone
Ave - footpaths present W 1092 19

Akron Sidewalk Brittain Rd

From Evans Ave E Tallmadge Ave - 
footprints present (multiple bus stops w/
no pavement) E 2092 19

Akron Crosswalk Brown St Intersection with E South St N, E, S and W 50 17

Akron Sidewalk Buchholzer Blvd

From Howe Ave to Chapel Hill Mall/Dick's
Sporting Goods Plaza entrance (multiple
bus stops w/ no pavement) E and W 640 7

Akron Crosswalk Buchholzer Blvd
Intersection at Chapel Hill Mall/Dick's
Sporting Goods Plaza entrance N, E, S and W 66 7

Akron Sidewalk Buchholzer Blvd

From Chapel Hill Mall/Dick's Sporting
Goods plaza entrance to Independence
Ave (multiple bus stops w/ no pavement) E 2112 7

Akron Crosswalk Buchholzer Blvd
Chapel Hill Mall JC Penney/Chapel Hill
Crossing entrances N, E, S and W 78 7

AMATS Sidewalk/Crosswalk Gaps Analysis
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Municipality
Project

Type Gap Location Proposed Project Limits
Sides Needing
Improvement

Approximate
Length (in ft) of

Longest Leg

Transit
Route # or

Gap Identifier
Akron Crosswalk Buchholzer Blvd Intersection with Independence Blvd N, E, S and W 78 7

Akron Sidewalk Carnegie Ave
Gap between Unclmorse Ave and 
Shoreline Dr - footpaths present S 296 18

Akron Crosswalk Cedar St
Connect sidewalks at split, just south of
W Exchange St N/A 30 4

Akron Sidewalk Dan St From E Glenwood Ave to Evans Ave W 1148 12

Akron Crosswalk Delia Ave
At Delia Ave split; intersection with 
S Sunset View Dr E, S and W 45 4

Akron Crosswalk Delia Ave
Intersection with S Rose Blvd and
Avalon Ave E, S and W 35 4

Akron Sidewalk Delia Ave
From S Rose Blvd to sidewalk terminus
just west of Vinita Ave - footpath present N 310 4

Akron Crosswalk Delia Ave Intersection with S Hawkins Ave N, E, S and W 32 4

Akron Sidewalk Delia Ave
From Seward Ave to sidewalk terminus
west of Frederick Blvd N 1290 4

Akron Sidewalk Delia Ave
From Good Park Blvd to sidewalk
terminus west of Frederick Blvd S 810 4

Akron Crosswalk Diagonal Rd Intersection with Euclid Ave N, E and S 34 14
Akron Crosswalk Diagonal Rd Intersection with Mercer Ave, Bisson Ave N, E, S and W 36 14
Akron Crosswalk E Archwood Ave Intersection with Kelly Ave N, E, S and W 56 5
Akron Crosswalk E Archwood Ave Intersection with SR 241 (S Seiberling St) W 82 5
Akron Crosswalk E Archwood Ave Intersection with Inman St N, E, S and W 42 111
Akron Crosswalk E Cuyahoga Falls Ave Intersection with Clifton Ave N, E and W 50 7

Akron Sidewalk E Cuyahoga Falls Ave
From Front St to bus stop at 700 E
Cuyahoga Falls Ave S 290 23

Akron Crosswalk E Glenwood Ave Intersection with Dan St and Fouse Ave S and W 60 12

Akron Crosswalk E Glenwood Ave
Intersection of E Tallmadge Ave and 
Nevin St N, E, S and W 74 12

Akron Sidewalk E Lods St
Gaps between All American Bridge and 
N Howard St N and S 177 34
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Length (in ft) of
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Transit
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Akron Crosswalk E Tallmadge Ave Intersection of Industrial Pkwy N, E, S and W 85 12
Akron Crosswalk E Tallmadge Ave Intersection with Brittain Rd N, E, S and W 68 12
Akron Crosswalk E Tallmadge Ave Intersection with E Glenwood Ave N, E, S and W 58 34
Akron Crosswalk E Tallmadge Ave Intersection with Home Ave N, E, S and W 94 34

Akron Sidewalk E Thornton St

Extremely deteriorated, narrow sidewalks
= gaps between Sumner St and Sherman
St N and S 190 13

Akron Crosswalk E Thornton St Intersection with Wolf Ledges Pkwy N, E, S and W 70 13
Akron Crosswalk E Thornton St Intersection with Cobum St E and W 36 18
Akron Crosswalk E Waterloo Rd Intersection with Brown St N, E, S and W 70 13

Akron Sidewalk E Waterloo Rd

Gaps between Arthur Treacher's and
Hungarian American Club - footpaths
present N and S 2362 17

Akron Sidewalk E Waterloo Rd
From Glenmount Ave to S Main St
(multiple bus stops w/ no pavement) S 3216 111

Akron Crosswalk E Wilbeth Rd Intersection with S Firestone Blvd N, E, S and W 56 13
Akron Crosswalk East Ave SR 93 (Manchester Rd) SE 84 9
Akron Crosswalk East Ave Intersection with W Wilbeth Rd N, E and S 50 9

Akron Crosswalk Eastwood Ave
Intersection with Eastland Ave and 
Brittain Rd N, E, S and W 66 19

Akron Crosswalk Front St Intersection with E Cuyahoga Falls Ave N, E, S and W 78 23

Akron

Mid-block
x-ing, bus

pad Gilchrist Rd
Paved bus pad and mid-block crossing at
2424 Gilchrist Rd S 55 5

Akron Sidewalk Gilchrist Rd From I-76 through Janor Pot METRO stop N and S 6200 5
Akron Crosswalk Home Ave Intersection with Independence Ave N, E, S and W 76 34
Akron Crosswalk Howe Ave Intersection with Continental Dr S 72 7

Akron Sidewalk Johnston St
Gap between McGowan St and Downing
Pl S 48 17
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Akron Crosswalk Kelly Ave Intersection with 7th Ave N, S and W 50 5

Akron Sidewalk Kelly Ave

From 9th Ave to sidewalk terminus north
of Forbes Ave - footpaths present and 
multiple bus stops w/ no pavement E 2072 5

Akron Crosswalk Kelly Ave
Intersection with Triplett Blvd and 
Lindsay Ave N, E, S and W 95 110

Akron Crosswalk Kenmore Blvd
Intersection with Lake Shore Blvd (METRO
offices) N and E 70 8

Akron Sidewalk Kenmore Blvd
Gap between 2nd St SW and Manchester
Rd - footpaths present N 250 8

Akron
Crosswalk/
Ped Islands Kenmore Blvd Intersection with 19th St SW N, E, S and W 96 8

Akron Sidewalk Kenmore Blvd
Gaps between W Wilbeth Rd and East Ave
(multiple bus stops w/ no pavement) SE 2925 8

Akron Sidewalk Lake Shore Blvd
Gap between sidewalk terminus (just
south of W South St) and W Long St E 1261 24

Akron Sidewalk Massillon Rd
Multiple gaps between Harding Ave and
Daniels Ave W 1006 5

Akron Crosswalk Massillon Rd Intersection with Springfield Center Rd N, E, S and W 54 5

Akron Sidewalk Mogadore Rd
Multiple gaps between High Grove Blvd
and SR 91 (N Canton Rd) N and S 3516 5

Akron Crosswalk N Howard St Intersection with Furnace St E 50 10
Akron Crosswalk N Howard St Intersection with Olive St N and E 64 10
Akron Crosswalk N Howard St Intersection with W Tallmadge Ave N, E, S and W 60 10
Akron Crosswalk N Howard St Intersection with E Lods St N, E, S and W 67 34
Akron Crosswalk N Main St Intersection with SR 59 (MLK Blvd) N, E, S and W 82 10
Akron Sidewalk Newton St From E Park Blvd to SR 91 (Darrow Rd) N 2306 30
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Akron Sidewalk Portage Trail

From N Portage Path to Treetop Trail - 
footpaths present (multiple bus stops w/
no pavement) N and S 1760 23

Akron
Crosswalk/

Sidewalk Romig Rd
At Aldi/Social Security plaza entrance
road N, E, S and W N/A 3

Akron Crosswalk Romig Rd Intersection with Harlem Rd N, E, S and W 80 3

Akron Crosswalk Romig Rd
Rolling Acres entrance, just north of 
transit center E and S 96 3

Akron Crosswalk Romig Rd
2400/2500 block of Romig Rd, Rolling
Acres Mall entrance N and S 114 9

Akron Crosswalk Romig Rd
2300/2400 block of Romig Rd, Rolling
Acres Mall entrance (near transit center) N and S 114 9

Akron Sidewalk Rosa Parks Dr Between S High St and S Broadway St N and S 315 1
Akron Crosswalk Russell Ave Intersection with Boulevard St N, E, S and W 38 24
Akron Crosswalk S Arlington Ave Intersection with 7th Ave N and E 50 5

Akron Sidewalk S Arlington St
S Arlington St, just south of E Waterloo
Rd (by Arby's - footpath present) E 22 2

Akron Crosswalk S Arlington St
Intersection of S Arlington St and
Arlington Circle (Akron Institute) N, E and S

90 (longest
leg) 2

Akron Sidewalk S Arlington St Between Arlington Circle and Joseph Ave W 2430 2

Akron Crosswalk S Arlington St
Intersection of S Arlington St, Joseph Ave
and Derbydale Rd N, E, S and W 57 2

Akron Sidewalk S Broadway St From Rosa Parks Dr to Selle St N/W 1000 2
Akron Crosswalk S Broadway St Intersection with E Bartges St N 94 8

Akron Crosswalk S Broadway St Intersection with E Thornton St S and W 68 18
Akron Crosswalk S Frank Blvd Intersection with White Pond Dr E 71 26
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Akron Crosswalk S Hawkins Ave Intersection with Courtland Ave N, E, S and W 75 3
Akron Crosswalk S Hawkins Ave Intersection with Diagonal Rd N, E, S and W 85 3
Akron Crosswalk S Hawkins Ave Intersection with Vernon Odom Blvd N, E, S and W 85 3

Akron Crosswalk S Main St Intersection with W Thornton St N, E, S and W 62 8

Akron Crosswalk S Main St
Intersection with Miller Ave and Old
Main St N, S and W 56 8

Akron Crosswalk S Main St Intersection with Cole Ave N, E, S and W 70 13

Akron Crosswalk S Main St
Intersection with Archwood Ave (both
legs) N, E, S and W 58 13

Akron Sidewalk
S Portage Path
(south leg)

Portion SW of W Exchange St along post
office property - footpath present SE 240 4

Akron Crosswalk SR 162 (Copley Rd) Intersection with S Portage Path N, E, S and W 57 3
Akron Crosswalk SR 162 (Copley Rd) Intersection with East Ave E, S and W 50 3
Akron Crosswalk SR 162 (Copley Rd) Intersection with S Hawkins Ave N, E, S and W 65 3
Akron Crosswalk SR 162 (Copley Rd) Intersection with Frederick Blvd N, E, S and W 65 3

Akron Crosswalk SR 162 (Copley Rd)
Intersection with Cordova Ave (east and
west legs) N, E, S and W 55 3

Akron Crosswalk SR 162 (S Maple St) Intersection with Cedar St N, E, S and W 65 3
Akron Crosswalk SR 162 (S Maple St) Intersection with Rhodes Ave N, E, S and W 60 3
Akron Crosswalk SR 18/ E Market St Intersection with Case Ave N, E, S and W 72 6
Akron Crosswalk SR 18/ E Market St Intersection with Goodyear Blvd N, E and S 98 6
Akron Crosswalk SR 18/ E Market St Intersection with Seiberling St N, E, S and W 68 6

Akron

Crosswalk,
Mid-block

x-ing SR 18/ E Market St Intersection with General St E, S and W 80 6
Akron Crosswalk SR 18/ E Market St Intersection with Massillon Rd E, S and W 70 6

Akron Crosswalk SR 18/ E Market St
Intersection with Mogadore Rd and Akers
Ave N/A N/A 6

Akron Sidewalk SR 18/ E Market St Gap between McDonald's and Arby's S 193 6
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Akron Sidewalk SR 18/ E Market St
From Gleason Ave to Schrop Ave (multiple
bus stops with no pavement) S 1600 6

Akron Crosswalk SR 18/ E Market St Intersection with Canton Rd S and W 78 6
Akron Crosswalk SR 18/ E Market St Intersection with N Summit St E and W 65 5
Akron Crosswalk SR 18/ E Market St Intersection with E Prospect St E and W 65 5
Akron Crosswalk SR 18/ E Market St Intersection with Union St N, E, S and W 72 5

Akron Crosswalk SR 18/ E Market St Intersection with Goodkirk St E and S 72 5
Akron Crosswalk SR 18/ E Market St Intersection with Fountain St N, E, S and W 77 5
Akron Crosswalk SR 18/ E Market St Intersection with Arch St N, E, S and W 72 5
Akron Crosswalk SR 18/ E Market St Intersection with N Adams St N, E and W 72 5
Akron Crosswalk SR 18/ E Market St Intersection with E Buchtel Ave N, E, S and W 105 5
Akron Crosswalk SR 18/ E Market St Intersection with Carroll St N, S and W 91 5

Akron Crosswalk SR 18/ E Market St Intersection of N Arlington St and Kent St N, E, S and W 114 5

Akron Crosswalk SR 18/ W Market St
Intersection of Market St, Overwood Rd,
Hampshire Rd and Halifax Rd N and S 140 1

Akron Sidewalk SR 241 (Triplett Blvd)

Multiple gaps from SR 241 (S Seiberling St)
to Massillon Rd roundabout - footpaths
present N 1708 5

Akron Crosswalk SR 261 (N Main St) Intersection with Olive St N, W and S 78 7
Akron Crosswalk SR 261 (N Main St) Intersection with E Tallmadge Ave N, E, S and W 80 7
Akron Crosswalk SR 91 (Canton Rd) Intersection with Wedgewood Dr N, E, S and W 54 6

Akron Crosswalk SR 91 (Canton Rd) Intersection with Leland Ave (N and S legs) N, E, S and W 64 6
Akron Crosswalk SR 91 (Darrow Rd) Intersection with Eastwood Ave N, E, S and W 64 30
Akron Crosswalk SR 93 (Manchester Rd) Intersection with W Thornton St N, E, S and W 46 18
Akron Crosswalk SR 93 (Manchester Rd) Intersection with Russell Ave N, E, S and W 62 18
Akron Crosswalk SR 93 (Manchester Rd) Intersection with W Wilbeth Rd N, E, S and W 86 18
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Akron Crosswalk Triplett Blvd Intersection with Canton Rd N, S and W 56 5
Akron Crosswalk University Ave Intersection with Hill St N 32 Gaps
Akron Crosswalk Vernon Odom Blvd Intersection with Frederick Blvd N, E, S and W 72 3

Akron Sidewalk Vernon Odom Blvd
From Burger King sidewalk terminus to
Newdale Ave N and S 1836 3

Akron
Crosswalk/

Bus Pad Vernon Odom Blvd
At I-77 ramps across from VanDevere
property; Pad at METRO bus stop N and E 70 3

Akron
Crosswalk/

Sidewalk Vernon Odom Blvd

General pedestrian infrastructure at
convergence at V.O. Blvd, Romig Rd, 
Morse St and Primo's Deli plaza N, E, S and W N/A 3

Akron Crosswalk Vernon Odom Blvd Intersection with East Ave N, E, S and W 75 9
Akron Crosswalk Vernon Odom Blvd Intersection with Superior Ave N, E, S and W 48 14
Akron Crosswalk W Exchange St Intersection with SR 162 (S Maple St) N, E, S and W 70 3
Akron Crosswalk W Exchange St Intersection with Rhodes Ave N, E, S and W 100 4

Akron Crosswalk W Exchange St
Intersection with S Portage Path (south
leg) and Hyde Ave N, E, S and W 60 4

Akron Crosswalk W Exchange St Intersection with Dodge Ave N and E 65 4
Akron Crosswalk W Exchange St Intersection with Locust St N, E, S and W 50 9
Akron Crosswalk W Exchange St Intersection with Hawkins Ave N and S 58 26
Akron Crosswalk W Miller Ave Intersection with Lake Shore Blvd N, E, S and W 38 8
Akron Crosswalk W Tallmadge Ave Intersection with Cuyahoga St N, E, S and W 48 34

Akron Sidewalk W Waterloo Rd
Gap between Larue Ave and Wingate Ave
 - footpaths present S 456 18

Akron Sidewalk W Waterloo Rd
Gap just east of Hope Ave - footpaths
present N 242 18

Akron Sidewalk Wedgewood Dr
South of Hyre Middle School; west of 
Abington Rd - footpaths present S 202 5

Akron Sidewalk White Pond Dr
From S Frank Blvd to sidewalk terminus
on Whitepond Dr - footpaths present E 270 26

Akron Crosswalk Wolf Ledges Pkwy Intersection with E South St N, E, S and W 62 13
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Transit
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Akron,
Cuy. Falls,
Tallmadge Crosswalk Howe Ave

Intersection with Tallmadge Rd, Bailey Rd,
Northwest Ave and Brittain Rd (Barney's
Busy Corners) N and W 100 7

Akron,
Springfield,

Coventry Twp Sidewalk S Arlington St From Swartz Rd Krumroy Rd E and W 925 2

Aurora Sidewalk SR 82 (W Garfield Rd)
Gap between Wendy's sidewalk terminus
and park N 155 Corridors

Aurora Sidewalk SR 82 (W Garfield Rd)
Gaps between SR 43 (Aurora Rd) and 
Aurora Commons Circle S 1578 Corridors

Barberton Crosswalk 6th St NW
Intersection with W Lake Ave, Lake Anna
Park E, S and W 36 8

Barberton Sidewalk 6th St NW
Gap between W Tuscarawas Ave and 
W Wooster Rd W 170 14

Barberton Sidewalk SR 619 (5th St NE)
From Fairview Ave to Franklin Ave - 
footpaths present E 780 14

Barberton Sidewalk SR 619 (5th St NE)
From Lincoln Ave to E Hopocan Ave - 
footpaths present E 832 14

Barberton Sidewalk SR 619 (5th St NE)
Gap in block between E Hopocan Ave and
E Lake Ave W 52 14

Barberton Crosswalk W Hopocan Ave Intersection with 4th St NW N, E, S and W 44 8
Barberton Crosswalk W Tuscarawas Ave Intersection with 6th St NW N, E, S and W 42 8
Barberton Sidewalk W Wooster Rd From Flickinger St to Waltz Dr S 335 14
Bath Twp,

Copley Twp Sidewalk SR 18/Medina Rd
Between Cleveland Massillon Rd and 
Springside Dr N and S 2050 1

Bath Twp,
Copley Twp Crosswalk SR 18/Medina Rd Medina Rd at ACME plaza entrance N, E, S and W 85 1
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Bath Twp,
Copley Twp Crosswalk SR 18/Medina Rd

Intersection of Medina Rd and
Springside Dr N, E, S and W 92 1

Bath Twp,
Copley Twp,

Fairlawn Crosswalk SR 18/Medina Rd
Intersection of Medina Rd and Cleveland
Massillon Rd N, E, S and W

130 (each
leg) 1

Brady Lake Sidewalk SR 59 (Kent Ravenna Rd)

Gaps from Ashton Ln to the
Portage Health Center (just W
of SR 261) - footpaths present
(bus stops w/ no pavement) N 1360 60

Copley
Township Crosswalk Copley Circle

Crosswalks to create various access
points to inner and outer Copley Circle N/A N/A Gaps

Copley
Township Sidewalk

S Cleveland Massillon
Rd

From N Sunnyfield Dr to SR 162 (Copley
Rd) W 572 Gaps

Copley
Township Sidewalk

S Cleveland Massillon
Rd From Copley Town Hall to N Sunnyfield Dr W 404 Gaps

Copley
Township Sidewalk

S Cleveland Massillon
Rd From Saw Mill Rd to Copley Circle E and W 1302 Gaps

Copley
Township Sidewalk Springside Dr

From SR 18 (Medina Rd) and shopping
center parking lot E and W 1470 50

Copley
Township Crosswalk Springside Dr Intersection with Brookwall Dr E and W 75 50

Copley
Township Sidewalk SR 162 (Copley Rd) From Centerview Dr to Copley Circle N and S 1364 Gaps
Coventry

Twp Sidewalk SR 93 (Manchester Rd) From Cormany Rd to Robinson Ave E and W 2990 18
Coventry

Twp Sidewalk SR 93 (Manchester Rd) From Robinson Ave to Portage Lakes Dr E and W 1758 18
Coventry,
Springfield

Twp Sidewalk S Arlington St From Krumroy Rd to Killian Rd E and W 6545 2
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Coventry,
Springfield

Twp Crosswalk S Arlington St
Intersection of S Arlington Rd and
Krumroy Rd N, E and S 80 2

Coventry,
Springfield

Twp Crosswalk S Arlington St
Intersection of S Arlington Rd and E
Warner Rd N, S and W 48 2

Coventry,
Springfield

Twp Crosswalk S Arlington St
Intersection of S Arlington Rd and Killian
Rd N, E, S and W 70 2

Coventry,
Springfield
Twp, Green Sidewalk S Arlington St From Killian Rd to I-77 ramps E and W 3040 2
Cuyahoga

Falls Sidewalk Bailey Rd Gap between Hanover St and Cooper Dr W 146 7
Cuyahoga

Falls Sidewalk Bailey Rd
From Howe Ave to Kennedy Blvd (bus
stops w/ no pavement) E 2132 7

Cuyahoga
Falls Crosswalk Broad Blvd

Just east of railroad tracks, near
Americhem property W 65 Gaps

Cuyahoga
Falls Sidewalk E Portage Trail From Cook St to High St S 336 10

Cuyahoga
Falls Crosswalk E Portage Trail Intersection with Cook St W 38 10

Cuyahoga
Falls Crosswalk E Steels Corners Rd Intersection with Wyoga Lake Rd E 42 33

Cuyahoga
Falls Sidewalk Falls Ave Gap between 3rd St and 2nd St S 136 23

Cuyahoga
Falls Sidewalk Front St

From Hillcrest Dr to Gorge Park Entrance
 - footpaths present W 470 23

Cuyahoga
Falls Sidewalk Graham Rd

From Prange Dr to E Bath Rd (multiple bus
stops w/ no pavement) NW 2950 23
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Cuyahoga
Falls Sidewalk Graham Rd

From terminus at 555 Graham Rd to 
Kreiger's property - footpaths present NW 242 23

Cuyahoga
Falls Sidewalk Graham Rd From CVS sidewalk terminus to Wilson St NW 430 23

Cuyahoga
Falls Crosswalk Howe Ave Intersection with Main St N, E, S and W 80 7

Cuyahoga
Falls Crosswalk Howe Ave

Intersection at 200/300 block (Chapel Hill
and Home Depot Plaza entrances) N, E, S and W 74 7

Cuyahoga
Falls Crosswalk Howe Ave

Intersection at 450/460 block (Target and
Chapel Hill Plaza entrances) N, E, S and W 85 7

Cuyahoga
Falls Crosswalk Howe Ave Intersection with Cliffside St N, E, S and W 68 7

Cuyahoga
Falls Crosswalk Howe Ave Intersection with Buchholzer Blvd N, E, S and W 82 7

Cuyahoga
Falls Sidewalk Hudson Dr

From Hollywood Ave to Notre Dame Ave
(multiple bus stops w/ no pavement) W 1764 23

Cuyahoga
Falls Sidewalk State Rd

From E Bath Rd to Steels Corners Rd
(multiple bus stops w/ no pavement) E and W 8094 33

Cuyahoga
Falls Sidewalk Tallmadge Rd From Shannon Ave to Clyde Ave W 1380 10

Fairlawn Crosswalk SR 18/Medina Rd Intersection of Medina Rd and Smith Rd N and S 148 1

Franklin 
Township Sidewalk SR 59 (Kent Ravenna Rd)

Gaps from Rhodes Rd to
Centennial Research Park
entrance - footpaths present
(bus stops w/ no pavement) S 915 60

Franklin
Township Sidewalk SR 59 (E Main St)

From 6th Ave/Twp HWY 521 to
Rhodes Rd - footpaths present
(bus stops w/ no pavement) S 867 60

Green Sidewalk Interstate Pkwy From S Arlington Rd to terminus N and S 2515 2
Green Sidewalk Moore Rd From Robin's Trace to Arlington Rd N 2238 Gaps
Green Sidewalk Raber Rd From Troon Dr to Mayfair Rd S 4000 110
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Hudson Crosswalk Hudson Dr Intersection with Terex Rd E 129 103
Hudson Sidewalk SR 91 (Darrow Rd) Gaps between Terex Rd and Barlow Rd E and W 1640 103

Hudson Sidewalk SR 91 (Darrow Rd)
Gaps between Faymont Dr and Stoney
Hill Dr E 1366 103

Hudson Sidewalk SR 91 (Darrow Rd)
Gaps between Colony Dr and 
Nantucket Dr (bus stop w/ no pavement) E 1598 103

Kent Sidewalk E Summit St From Horning Rd to Hodgeman Ln N 650 10

Kent Sidewalk E Summit St
From Townhomes W PARTA 
stop Summit East lot entrance N 648 10

Kent Sidewalk Horning Rd
From Theatre Dr to KSU Admin
Svcs sidewalk terminus S 296 10

Kent Sidewalk Hudson Rd Gap just north of Cuyahoga St W 66 41/42

Kent Sidewalk Silver Meadows Dr
Gaps between Fairchild Ave and
Anita Dr 518 31

Kent Sidewalk SR 59 (Haymaker Pkwy) From N Depeyster St to E Main St NW 1000 10

Lakemore Sidewalk Sanitarium Rd
Between Lake Rd and Canton Rd (multiple
bus stops with no pavement) S 3838 6

Macedonia Sidewalk SR 82/E Aurora Rd
From front of Best Buy driveway to
Waters Dr S 370 Gaps

Macedonia Sidewalk SR 82/E Aurora Rd
Gap between Conrad's Tire property and
office building just to the east N 120 Gaps

Macedonia Crosswalk SR 82/E Aurora Rd Intersection with Shepard Rd N, E, S and W 62 Gaps

Macedonia Sidewalk SR 82/E Aurora Rd
From Shepard Rd to Longwood Park/Golf
Center entrance intersection S 1927 Gaps

Macedonia Sidewalk Shepard Rd
Gap between Red Bush Ln and Shepard
Hills Blvd W 2774 Gaps

Mantua Crosswalk
SR 44 (Painesville-
Ravenna Rd)

Intersection with Headwaters Trail
(Mill St) N and W 60 Gaps
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Munroe

Falls Sidewalk Munroe Falls Ave
Gaps between Winter Pkwy (eastern
portion) to SR 91 (S Main St) N and S 3290 59

Northfield Crosswalk Northfield Rd Intersection with Maple Ave N, E, S and W 108 102
Norton Sidewalk Cleve Massillon Rd From Norton Library to Shannon Ave E and W 5725 8

Norton Sidewalk Cleve Massillon Rd
From Norton Library to SR 261
(Wadsworth Rd) W 6930 Gaps

Norton Sidewalk Greenwich Rd
Gaps between Cleveland Massillon Rd and
Columbia Woods Dr (W leg) N and S 2110 8

Norton Sidewalk Norton Ave
From Woodglen Ave to Cleveland
Massillon Rd N and S 3420 8

Norton Crosswalk Norton Ave Intersection with Cleveland Massillon Rd N, E and S 82 8

Ravenna Sidewalk N Chestnut St

From High School sidewalk 
terminus to Chestnut Hill Dr/
hospital entrance E and W 1110 30

Ravenna Sidewalk Oakwood St From W Highland Ave to Jones Ave E 840 81/82
Ravenna Sidewalk Oakwood St From Jones Ave to Cleveland Rd E and W 1437 81/82

Ravenna Twp Sidewalk Enterprise Pkwy Gaps from cul-de-sac entrance to SR 44 N and S 1046 81/82

Richfield Crosswalk
SR 303 
(W Streetsboro Rd) Intersection with Humphrey Rd W 52 101

Silver Lake Sidewalk Graham Rd

From bus stop at 1230 Graham Rd to
N Dover Rd - footpaths present (multiple
bus stops w/ no pavement) N and S 2030 103

Springfield
Twp Sidewalk SR 91 (Canton Rd)

Fill in gaps from sidewalk terminus N of
Shadybrook Dr, to S of Shadybrook until
last curb cut before guard rail SW 750 6

Springfield
Twp Sidewalk SR 91 (Canton Rd)

Gap S of Shadybrook Dr to E Waterloo Rd
(only in areas without wide, paved
shoulder, or where they're not adequate) NE 4240 6
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Springfield

Twp,
Lakemore Crosswalk Canton Rd Intersection with Sanitarium Rd N, E, S and W 90 6
Springfield

Twp,
Lakemore Sidewalk Canton Rd

From Springfield Local Schools and
Lakemore Plaza Shopping Center S 2610 6

Springfield
Twp,

Lakemore Sidewalk SR 91 (Canton Rd)

Gaps between E Waterloo Rd and 
Lakemore Plaza Shopping Center (only in
areas without wide, paved shoulder, or
where they're not adequate) NE and SW 2840 6

Stow Sidewalk Allen Rd
From E Steels Corners Rd to Lakepoint
Corporate Dr W 800 23

Stow Sidewalk Hudson Dr From Hibbard Dr to Norton Rd E 2992 103
Stow Sidewalk Lakepoint Corporate Dr Gap in front of Texas Roadhouse W 176 23
Stow Crosswalk SR 91 (Darrow Rd) Intersection with Graham Rd N, E, S and W 96 31

Stow Sidewalk SR 91 (Darrow Rd)
From sidewalk terminus just south of 
Conwill Rd to Bryn Mawr Dr E 1052 103

Stow Sidewalk Steels Pointe
Connect Steels Corners Rd to Stow
Courthouse and plaza N/A N/A 23

Stow Sidewalk Stow Rd
From SR 91 (Darrow Rd) to Fishcreek Rd
(multiple bus stops w/ no pavement) NW 7588 31

Streetsboro Sidewalk
SR 14 (Cleveland East
Liverpool Rd)

Gap between Market Square Dr
and Shady Lake Dr NE 1138 Corridors

Streetsboro Crosswalk
SR 14 (Cleveland East
Liverpool Rd)

Intersection with SR 303
(Streetsboro Rd) E, S and W 80 Corridors

Streetsboro Crosswalk
SR 14 (Cleveland East
Liverpool Rd) At the SR 14/SR 303 split N, S, E and W 65 Corridors
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Streetsboro Sidewalk
SR 14 (Cleveland East
Liverpool Rd) From SR 14/SR 303 split to Superior Ave N 656 Corridors

Streetsboro Sidewalk SR 303 (Streetsboro Rd) Gap between SR 43 and Mt Vernon Dr N and S 1937 Corridors

Streetsboro Sidewalk
SR 43 (Cleveland Canton
Rd)

Gaps between SR 14 and
Market Square Dr W 1218 Corridors

Twinsburg Sidewalk Chamberlain Rd
Gap from just north of SR 82 (E Aurora
Rd) W 428 Gaps

Twinsburg Sidewalk Commons Blvd
Gap between SR 82 (E Aurora Rd) and just
south of Key Bank E 202 Gaps

Twinsburg Sidewalk Enterprise Pkwy
From Bavaria Rd to SR 91 (Darrow Rd)
(Many bus stops w/ no pavement) S 4628 102

Twinsburg Sidewalk Highland Rd
From Chamberlain Rd to Hadden Rd
(Many bus stops w/ no pavement) N and S 4524 102

Twinsburg Sidewalk SR 82 (Aurora Rd) From Chamberlain Rd to Wilcox Dr N and S 5034 102

Twinsburg Sidewalk SR 82 (Aurora Rd)
Gaps between Church St and Twin Hills
Pkwy S 1730 Corridors

Windham Sidewalk Maple Grove Rd Gap just east of Community Rd S 316 71/72
Windham Sidewalk Maple Grove Rd Gap just west of Cloverleaf Rd S 100 71/72

AMATS Sidewalk/Crosswalk Gaps Analysis
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Recommendation 4 
Develop and Implement Pedestrian Counting Programs 
AMATS has undertaken pedestrian and bicycle counts in certain areas of our region to gain a better 
understanding of pedestrian demand at those locations. It is recommended that local communities do 
the same, particularly in areas where pedestrian infrastructure is thought to be insufficient, or in 
locations where extensions may be necessary. 
 
Accurate pedestrian counts provide hard evidence of area pedestrian demand, and may be used as an 
official warrant to justify the provision of additional or enhanced pedestrian infrastructure. The 
availability of pedestrian count data is important during the application process for a variety of funding 
sources. 
 
 
Recommendation 5 
Local Communities Develop Their Own Complete Streets Policies 
Although AMATS will develop a regional complete streets policy (see Recommendation 1), a regional-
level policy must be necessarily vague to be applicable to a diverse set of communities. It would also be 
applicable only to major, federally classified roadways. 
 
Individual communities have the authority to create detailed policies, which may be as laissez-faire or 
restrictive as residents desire. It may include all area streets, or be limited to specific corridors. Local 
policies may apply not only to roads, but may incorporate urban design and architectural standards. 
Essentially, a regional policy serves to make certain streets safe and comfortable for pedestrians. Local 
policies, by contrast, have the ability to create vibrant pedestrian destinations or “places”, transforming 
entire districts or communities into attractive pedestrian environments. 
 
 
Recommendation 6 
Special Emphasis on Multi-Modal Areas 
Communities should place special emphasis on providing high-quality, well maintained pedestrian 
infrastructure at places where multiple modes of transportation converge, or “multi-modal” areas. 
Examples would be at transit stops (especially at transfer points), at trailheads, at stops along the 
Cuyahoga Valley Scenic Railway, and similar locations. Smooth sidewalks, high-visibility crosswalks, 
pedestrian shelter and ample lighting are examples of the amenities that should be provided in these 
locations. 
 
 
Recommendation 7 
Develop Local Prioritization Process for Deteriorated Sidewalks 
As an older, industrialized region, many of our member communities have sidewalks that have outlived 
their useful lives. In addition to age, harsh winters contribute to the accelerated deterioration of 
sidewalks in our region. Communities should have a system in place to catalog deteriorated sidewalks 
and fading crosswalk striping. A rating system, similar to that used for AMATS’ pavement condition 
ratings, could be developed to prioritize necessary pedestrian infrastructure improvements.  
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Recommendation 8 
Develop Local Crosswalk & Pedestrian Signal Maintenance Programs 
Providing safe, highly visible crosswalks is a key element to providing a safe pedestrian environment. 
Within the crosswalk area lies the highest potential for vehicle/pedestrian conflicts, and where a 
moment of distraction or lack of attentiveness can lead to injury or death. Well marked crosswalks 
establish the domain of the pedestrian, providing strong cues as to where pedestrians should confine 
their crossing, as well as the space that drivers need to avoid obstructing. 
 
Recommendation 3 lists many of the most significant pedestrian infrastructure gaps in the AMATS 
region – a large percentage of which are crosswalks. In most cases, crosswalks have not been 
established in the recommended area. However, there are a number of recommended areas where 
crosswalks technically exist, but the markings are so faint that they are essentially rendered ineffective 
at establishing a safe, pedestrian domain. Local communities in the AMATS region should ensure that 
highly visible paint, striping or pavement is used to mark all significant crosswalks within their borders. 
 
Member communities should also perform regular inspections of their pedestrian signal inventory. Non-
working or malfunctioning signals should be repaired as quickly as possible. Signals should also be added 
to crosswalks where they are missing, as warranted by local pedestrian demand. Effective signals should 
allow sufficient time for pedestrians to cross. Those that do not allow sufficient crossing time 
(particularly for pedestrians moving at a slower pace – i.e. those with special needs, older citizens or 
children) should have signal times adjusted accordingly. For very broad streets, signal timing 
adjustments could be supplemented with pedestrian islands to maximize the safety and comfort of area 
pedestrians. 
 
 
Recommendation 9 
Incorporate High Quality Pedestrian/Urban Design to Create Attractive Pedestrian Areas 
Although sidewalks and crosswalks help a pedestrian get through an area, the interesting environments 
created by high-quality urban design actually attracts pedestrians to an area, and encourages them to 
stay and conduct business there. Although great pedestrian “places” may differ vastly from one area to 
the next, they all have many characteristics in common. We all know a great pedestrian “place” when 
we see one – Akron’s Highland Square, Hudson’s First and Main district, Kent’s Acorn Alley, and so on.  
 
Using the general streetscape guidelines described on pages 39-40, and establishing design codes 
particular to the aspirations of each individual community, our region could develop interesting places 
for people to live, work and be entertained. 
 
 
Recommendation 10 
Municipalities/Agencies to Fill Sidewalk Gaps on Undeveloped Properties 
It is important for sidewalks to have logical termini – meaning that they begin and end at a place that 
makes “sense”. Some communities require that private developers are responsible for providing 
sidewalks within their subdivisions or along their development. These policies have resulted in high-
quality sidewalks at zero taxpayer expense – generally a great idea. 
 
A problem exists, however, when properties exist along a street that show very little promise of ever 
being developed. This results in a long-term gap in the sidewalk infrastructure, preventing easy 
pedestrian movement between properties that do provide sidewalks. In these situations, the 
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municipality should step in to fill in these gaps in the pedestrian infrastructure, ensuring continuity in 
the local pedestrian infrastructure network. 
 
 
Recommendation 11 
Consider Pedestrian Improvements During Resurfacing Projects 
The AMATS resurfacing program has been wildly popular with local communities. The resurfacing 
process is an excellent time to consider improvements in the local pedestrian infrastructure network. 
Prior to restriping the newly surfaced roadway, communities should consider transferring a portion of 
the vehicle lane width to instead create wider shoulders, which may be used as informal sidewalks or 
bike lanes in areas where typical sidewalks or bike lanes would not be practical. The restriping process is 
also provides an excellent opportunity to lay down high-visibility crosswalks at key intersections. 
 
 
Recommendation 12 
Incorporate Pedestrian Amenities in Large Parking Lots 
Large parking lots (such as those found at shopping malls, retail centers, office parks, etc.) pose a variety 
of hazards to pedestrians. They are often disconnected from streets and sidewalks except for narrow, 
busy driveways. Particularly in the wide-open areas far from the buildings they serve, lane 
configurations and posted speeds are seldom followed by motorists, leading to a “free-for-all” scenario 
where drivers travel unpredictably – and are not anticipating the presence of pedestrians. Large parking 
lots require a long walk from the street to the building, which is only made worse during hot summers or 
cold winters. Tight rows of parked cars obstruct drivers’ views of pedestrians – especially children – 
leading to a dangerous environment. 
 
We will likely continue to live with large parking lots, but whenever possible, land owners and 
developers should incorporate pedestrian amenities to lessen their negative impacts on pedestrians, 
and improve the overall appeal of the entire shopping center or office complex. 
 
Please see page 42 for details on the amenities available to parking lot owners to improve access and 
their overall appeal to pedestrians. 
 
 
Recommendation 13 
Consider Traffic Calming Techniques/Sidewalk Widening in High Pedestrian Areas 
Areas that experience high volumes of pedestrian traffic should consider implementing traffic calming 
measures. The concept of traffic calming is the intentional slowing of vehicular traffic through an area, 
either by physical means (reducing the number of lanes, textured pavements, bump-outs, etc.) or 
psychological means (adding street trees, on-street parking, or the narrowing of lanes causes drivers to 
slow down – sometimes unconsciously), for the purpose of increasing pedestrian comfort. These 
measures are most often found in downtowns or urban centers, due to their high levels of pedestrian 
activity, but may certainly be implemented in less dense planning areas. 
 
Sidewalks in residential areas should meet or exceed federal minimum width guideline of 60 inches. In 
downtown, town center, urban core and other dense planning areas, widths will vary depending on 
neighborhood (or block) context. Very wide sidewalks should be constructed in areas experiencing 
heavy foot traffic, or desiring sidewalk cafes or extensive street furniture. Widths should be sufficient to 
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give ample through travel space, while providing a buffer from the street on one side and traffic 
entering and exiting buildings on the other.  
 
 
Recommendation 14 
Catalog “Goat Paths” and Prioritize for Sidewalk Construction if Possible 
“Goat paths” are pathways worn into the ground from sustained, heavy volumes of pedestrian use. They 
serve as excellent indicators of pedestrian demand. Municipalities should catalog the goat paths in their 
communities, and incorporate them into their sidewalk prioritization process. Goat paths around transit 
stops, schools and higher density residential areas should be given top priority. 
 
Although cities have the authority to address goat paths existing along public right-of-way, there is little 
that can be done about paths that traverse private property. An example is the Middlebury Market 
shopping plaza, located on the corner of Exchange and Arlington Streets in Akron. Multiple goat paths 
run from Market Street to the plaza, cutting through a large, vacant parcel of land held by a private land 
holding company. In situations like these, the municipality should work with the land owner to see if 
there is any mutually beneficial accommodation that could be agreed upon to meet this clear pedestrian 
demand. 
 
 
Recommendation 15 
Install Wayfinding Signage in Areas of Significant Pedestrian Volume 
Wayfinding signage is an effective way to guide pedestrians to shopping, dining, cultural and 
recreational opportunities. Well designed signage has the added benefit of distinguishing particular 
neighborhoods or districts – very useful in “place making” or identifying a neighborhood’s “gateway”. 
 
Although this signage is most frequently used in urban areas, it can be used anywhere there is a high 
concentration of activities or points of interest (i.e. the Cuyahoga Valley National Park). This signage is 
also useful in areas where long walks are common, and pedestrians need to know what is ahead in order 
to decide whether to proceed or not. An example of this situation would be a busy suburban center (i.e. 
Montrose or Chapel Hill), where certain shopping plazas are obstructed from view by others, and blocks 
are extremely long, necessitating a lengthy walk to get almost anywhere. Wayfinding signage in auto-
centric areas such as these would greatly improve the pedestrian experience for those who do not have 
access to personal vehicles, and therefore must walk or take public transit. 
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Implementation 
 
In order to implement the recommendations proposed in the previous section of this report, adequate 
funding is essential. In the past, a very small percentage of AMATS attributable funding was available for 
pedestrian-only improvements. Traditionally, the greatest emphasis in our long-term regional 
transportation planning was on roadways and transit. Recently, however, AMATS has introduced several 
initiatives placing an emphasis on non-motorized transportation (i.e. walking and bicycling). One 
example is the AMATS sponsored Connecting Communities Planning Grant program. In each of the past 
two years, AMATS has awarded two $50,000 grants to communities to develop plans to improve 
connectivity in key areas. This competitive program largely focuses on pedestrian, bicycle and transit 
connections within the planning areas. 
 
Previously, AMATS funding could be used towards sidewalks that were part of a road project, but money 
rarely went to stand-alone sidewalk projects. Transportation Enhancement Program (TEP) money could 
have been used for new sidewalk construction, but multi-purpose hike-and-bike trails were the regional 
priority that all of this funding was applied to. 
 
Now that the high-priority regional hike-and-bike trails have largely been funded and/or completed, it is 
possible for AMATS to refocus these funds on improving the regional pedestrian infrastructure. 
However, the recent passage of a new federal transportation bill has changed the available funding 
sources, and may eventually lead to different funding priorities. 
 
MAP-21 – Transportation Alternatives Program 
On July 6, 2012, a new federal surface transportation bill was signed into law. Titled Moving Ahead for 
Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21), the law will provide $105 billion in transportation funding 
through 2014. A number of changes have been made from the last transportation bill (SAFETEA-LU), 
many of which are still not clear as of the writing of this report. 
 
The most significant change affecting pedestrian infrastructure was the merging of several non-
motorized transportation funding programs (including the old TEP program) into one – the 
Transportation Alternatives (TA) program. There are six eligible project-type categories established by 
the TA program. Those relating to pedestrian improvements include: 

• On-Road and Off-Road Trail Facilities – funds the planning, design and construction of 
pedestrian and bike infrastructure. 
 

• Safe Routes for Non-Drivers – funds pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure for children, older 
adults and those with disabilities. 
 

• Abandoned Railroad Corridors for Trails – funds the conversion of old railroad corridors into 
useful trails for pedestrians and cyclists. 
 

• Community Improvement Activities – Right-of-way improvements, including billboard issues, 
historical preservation and vegetation management and erosion control (i.e. landscaping) 
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The TA program will authorize approximately $780 million for projects across the country. ODOT will 
receive these funds, and will sub-allocate 50% of the state’s funding to metropolitan planning 
organizations (MPOs) such as AMATS. The state may use its 50% portion on TA projects, or may instead 
choose to spend it on other priorities. 

Surface Transportation Program (STP) 
MAP-21 continues the federal STP program, which provides flexible transportation funding for a variety 
of projects. Any TA funds (see above) received by our region are actually an STP set-aside, to be 
dedicated to non-vehicular transportation projects. States and MPOs may spend additional STP funds on 
pedestrian projects. 
 
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program (CMAQ) 
MAP-21 continues the federal CMAQ program, which provides flexible funding for transportation 
projects and programs that help meet the requirements of the Clean Air Act. This funding is available to 
regions that do not meet the National Ambient Air Quality Standards for ozone, carbon monoxide or 
particulate matter (also known as “non-attainment areas”). 
 
Some of a region’s CMAQ allocation is set aside for TA funding (see above). Projects that shift vehicle 
traffic to other transportation modes which emit fewer or no pollutants (i.e. pedestrian, bicycle and 
transit) are eligible for funding. 
 
Complete Streets Policy 
AMATS will develop a regional, incentive-based complete streets policy. Upon implementation, AMATS 
will partner with member communities applying for transportation funding to determine how new 
street projects could best accommodate the needs of all potential users. It is likely that the priorities 
established by the policy will work their way into the AMATS Funding Policy. 
 
Local Funding 
Although federal and state funding may be used for pedestrian infrastructure along major streets, 
infrastructure on local residential streets generally must be paid for by the governing municipality, using 
funding derived from local revenue sources. Local funding is also necessary to meet “local match” 
requirements (typically 20% of total project cost) for pedestrian projects that are eligible for state 
and/or federal funding.  
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Conclusion 
 
The Greater Akron region is home to a diverse spectrum of communities: from the dense urban 
environments found in our older, industrial cities, to rural villages and townships, and everything in 
between. All of these communities have pedestrians that need to get from one place to another. But the 
infrastructure required to facilitate this pedestrian movement is as diverse as the communities 
themselves. 
 
Context is of utmost importance when determining the steps to take to create an attractive, safe and 
comfortable pedestrian environment. Sidewalks and crosswalks are the “bread-and-butter” 
infrastructure necessary in most communities. However, in dense urban cores, those solutions may not 
be enough, and in rural locations, there is not enough density or demand to warrant them. Each 
community must develop a vision of the pedestrian environment it wants to provide, and then 
implement it using any combination of the solutions presented in this plan. 
 
There are multiple tiers of pedestrian environments that communities may choose to provide, 
depending on their unique vision. At the most basic level, sidewalks, crosswalks and trails are necessary 
get pedestrians safely from one point to another. The addition of enhanced infrastructure, such as 
textured pavements, ornate pedestrian scaled lighting and street furniture improves the aesthetic 
appeal of an area to pedestrians, and encourages them to spend time in an area. To maximize 
pedestrian activity in an area, communities must create attractive, livable public spaces. To create great 
spaces and streets, communities must transcend pedestrian infrastructure and actually enter the realm 
of urban and architectural design. Finding the right mix of land uses, incorporating interesting ground 
floor architectural design, and tying in other pedestrian-friendly elements (see Chapter 2) is the key to 
developing active, vibrant neighborhoods in which people desire to live, work and play. 
 
AMATS will partner with our member communities to continue the development of an excellent 
regional pedestrian infrastructure. Previously, regional trails were the top non-motorized transportation 
priority of the agency. Since most of these trails have either been completed, or have been awarded 
funding and will be completed in upcoming years, AMATS is now able to shift more of its Transportation 
Alternatives resources towards other categories of infrastructure, which would prove useful to both 
pedestrians and bicyclists. 
 
Perhaps the most important outcome of the pedestrian planning process will be the upcoming AMATS 
regional complete streets policy. Upon its approval and implementation, this policy will serve as the 
agency’s primary tool to ensure the development of a regional transportation system that takes its most 
vulnerable users – pedestrians - into consideration, each and every step of the way. 
 


